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Abstracts of Papers
Monday, September 6

����!�9-?�������
Al.

Opening Ceremony (Chairman - J.T. Hougen)

Reeearch in High Reeolution Infrared Spectroscopy:
An Overview
K.

Narahari Rao

Investigations in diatomic emission spectra,
conventional polyatomic absorption studies, with
special reference to carbon-13 species and ozone
will be used as examples to discuss the techno
logical and spectroscopic developments in this
rapidly expanding area. Obligations of professionals
in molecular structural studies in desseminating
the results of b asic research will be considered �;.in view of the implication of these results to
�
studies of the earth's atmosphere, astrophysical
problems and molecular laser emissions.
A2�

Selective Infrared Laser Photophysics and f!hotochefflistry of Molecules

v.s.

A3.

Letochov

Laser Spectroscopy
L. Henry
The laser spectroscopy for absorption studies
is at preeent in a period of rapid development and
must be compared with others methods. The apparatus
function of classical spectrometers is li11ited by
the optic.al path difference (in grating or Fourier
Transform spectroscopy ••• } or equivalent optical
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path difference (in Fabry-Perrot or Connes inter
ferometers ••• ) created by the analysis element.
The apparatus function width can be of the same
size as the Doppler-Fizeau width of a gas spectral
line if the analysing element is able to create a
path difference 10
times the wavelenght of the
spectral line as a consequence for the medium in
frared the spectrometers are rather big apparatus.
The laser spectroscopy gives easily the Doppler
Fizeau profile of lines but frequency calibration
and intensities measurements are not obtained very
easily at present. A critical comparison of the
different method in absorption spectroscopy will be
developed.
If a laser gives, in one mode, a sufficient
power non linear absorption (and fluorescence) occurs
and opens a very fructuous way to obtain spectra
with a resolving power far over the Doppler-Fizeau
width with a very high calibration precision. A
review of recent result in this field will be given
for the infrared part of the spectrum.
Afternoon_Session (Chairman - K. Narahari Rao)
Bl.

Calculation of Vibrational Level Populations in
Multiphoton Absorption Processes
J.T. Hougen
A simple procedure has been developed for
computing steady-state excited vibrational state
populations for multiphoton absorption processes
in many level systems. The procedure combines va
rious techniques already in the literature, prin
cipally expansion of the density matrix as a
Fouries series in the frequency of the monochro
matic radiation field, and introduction of line-

-
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widths and thermal relaxation by the addition of
empirical terms to the density-matrix time-deve
lopment equation. Numerical computations can be
carried out quickly on idealized systems, using
commercially available band matrix inversion
routines. A sample calculation for a 10-level,
9-photon process will be presented.
82.

Diode Laser Spectroscopy and Vibration-Rotation
Assignments
R. s. McDowell. H. w. Galbraith, B. J. Krohn, C. D.
Cantrell and E.D. Hinkley
The stretching fundamental ".) 3 of SF6 at
948 cm-l has been studied using a tunable
Pb0•88Sn
O.l��e :rmiconductor diode laser (reso
lution
10
cm } over the region 943.87 1
949,74 cm (!}, which includes all or portion of
the manifolds P(64) to R(34). Each J manifold
(for J > 1) is split according to the various
allowed octahedral sublevels. For J>23, adjoining
manifolds overlap, and the spectrum rapidly becomes
more complex. Quantum numbers (J values and octa
hedral symmetry types) have been assigned for all
P- and R-branch transitions in the above spectral
region that originate from the vibrational ground
state (some 2000 transitions). Of special interest
are the assignments near the C02P(l4), P(l8), and
P(20) laser lines, since SF6 is an important non
-linear adsorbed at 10.6 t-4- m. The SF6 transitions
nearest these three laser frequencies are R(28)
A20, P(33) A2 1 . and an F2 component of P(59) or
P(60), respectively. The presence of a single non
-degenerate SF6 transition near co2 P(l4) helps
to explain the observed nearly ideal pulse breakup
in self-induced transparency at this frequency (�)
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(3nd similarly at CO� P(l8) at low temperature (2)),
but not at co 2 P(20). From SF spectra that were
6
calibrated directly against the co 2 laser lines
by heterodyne methods \i}, the molecular constants
have been determined; some of these are (in cm-1):

-

+
m = 947.9675
O. OOll (band center),
+
2(8
0.000016 8 +
n = 0.055688

-

) 3,
80 8
(-1.518 � 0.012) x 103
BO'
+
0.007) x 10-5 (primary splitting constant}.
q = (-2.460
Tentative assignments will also be discussed for the
complex Q-branch region, in which C02P(l6) occurs.
Similar but less extensive spectra have been obtained
of the bending fundamental y4 at 615 cm -1 ; here the
octahedral splitting of the J manifolds is much smaller.

p

-

(l) A preliminary report of the Los Alamos spectra is
given by J.P.Aldridge, H.Filip, H.Flicker, R.F.Hol
land, R.S.McDowell, N.G.Nereson, and K.Fox, J.Mol.
Spectrosc. �· 165 (1975).
(�) A.Zembrod and Th.Gruhl, Phys.Rev.Letters�. 287
(1971).
(2) G.B.Hocker and C.L.Tang, Phys.Rev • .!.!!!, 356 (1969).
(�) E.D.Hinkley, Appl. P hys.Letters�· 351 (1970).
83.

Fourier Infrared Spectroscopy of Transients
A.W. Mantz
With the realization of simultaneous temroral
and spectral multiplexing in the infrared using
Fourier Transform Spectrometers, it is possible to
study entirely new classes of problems which were
not generally accessible to infrared techniques be
fore. Now it is possible to simultaneously obtain
high spectral resolution and realize spectral signal
to noise normally associated with spectrally multi
plexed systems on transient samples whose lifetimes
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are orders of magnitude shorter than the ti•e
required to collect one interferogram.
Results of time resolved spectral studies will
be presented with a discussion of the gains in signal
to noise one realizes over rapid scan devices. Inte
resting new applications will also be discussed.
B4.

IUPAC Tables of Wavenumbers
A.R.H. Cole
The IUPAC "Tables of Wavenumbers for the Ca
libration of Infrared Spectrometers" were first
published in 1961 and have been out �f print for
some years. The Commission on Molecular St.ructure
and Spectroscopy commissioned the production of a
revised edition of the Tables in 1974. The new
edition follows the format of the firet edition
with Part I catering for high resolution spectrome
ters and Part II for lower resolution commercial
instruments. Both Parts have been extended to cover
the far infrared region.
The material in Part I has been completely rewritten. All data are accurate to -+ o.oos c� -1 or
better and the highlights are the 2-0 and 1-0 carbon
monoxide bands which are now known to an absolute
accuracy of -+ 0.0002 cm-1 • New. high resolution diagrams accompany all tables of numerical data.
The new edition. to be published for IUPAC by
Pergamon Press. will be issued in late 1976.

BS.

Collision-Broadened Line Shape Measurements on
Planetary Atmospheric Molecules
P. Varanasi
Collision-broadened line shape aeaaoremente
relevant to the radiative atmoshpere of the terre-
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stria! as well as of the outer planets, have been
performed in our laboratory. Data on the shapes,
widths and intensities are presented for the infra
red lines of CO, co2, H20, HCl, CH4, NH3, C2H2 and
c2 H6• The broadening gases have been such dominant
atmospheric constituents as N2 , co2 , H 2 and He.
0
From the data at temperatures between 150 K and
300 ° K, temperature-dependence of the important line
shape parameters has been determined. Our results
are compared with those based upon available theore
tical models.
Collision-broadened line widths in CO-C02 and
C0-02 collisions have been calculated by incorporating
interactions due to octopoles and hexadecapoles and
short range repulsive interactions into Anderson's
theory. It is shown how these higher-order interactions
can be manipulated to yield good agreement with expe
rimental data. A critical evaluation of this tatally
empirical manipulation suggests that a thorough re
vision of the theory is required for all but simple
dipole-dipole interactions. In the process of the
evaluation, the values of the multipole moment are
discussed.
86.

Relaxation vibrationnelle de N2o excite par N2
active par spectroscopie d'emission a haute resolvance
A. Picard
L'etude � haute resolvance des spectres de N2o
excite par N2 active permet de determiner las populations
des niveaux de vibration dont on observe la fluores
cence. Le ryonnoment d'emiss1on spontanee issu des
niveaux excites de N2 0 est analyse a 1'aide d'un
spectrometre interferentiel SISAM. L'etude des spectres ainei obtenus permet d'identifier 14 transitions
v3 • +l) qui
rovibrationnelles (correspondant a

-
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contribuent a 1'emission et de determiner les
populations des niveaux mis en jeu � partir dee
intensites des raies observees. A partir de�
equations ci'evolution qui regissent lee transferts
d'energie par collisions intermoleculaires, nous
avons elabore un modele analytique qui rend compte
de 1'evolution temporelle du nombre moyen de quan
ta de y 3 resultant de 1'experience.
Des valeurs moyennes des constantes intermole
culaires et intramoleculaires ant pu etre determinees
pour les processus d'echanges d'energie N20-N2 et
N2o (mode Y3) -N2o (modes y2, y1)
.
Le modele propose pour 1'evolution des popu
lations du niveau 001 permet de determiner une valeur
experimentale de la constante de tranefert de ce
niveau vers les niveaux n m o.
Les constantea de transfert KN 0-N calculees
2

2

d'apras la theorie de Sharma et Brau permettent de
rendre compte de 1'experience de faion satisfaisante.
87.

Intensity Distribution in Pure Rotational Raman
Spectra of Linear Molecules in the Ground and
Excited Vibrational
-States. Application to
C02�o and C2H2

H. Finsterholzl, J.G. Hochenbleicher, K. Alcmann
and G. Strey

The pure rotational Raman spectra of co2 ,
N2 o and c2H 2 have been recorded with argon laser
excitation and a resolution of about 0.3 ca-1•
Jcl transitions in the excited
-states are
clearly resolved up to about Jc9. Formulae for
the intensity distribution in rotational Raman
spectra of linear molecules in the groud and vi
brational TT -states have been derived including

rr

- 20 the effect of 1-type doubling. After a qualitative
discussion these formulae ar_�_�pplied to a quanti
tative analysis of the spectra.

------

Tuesday, Septe•ber 7

��r�!�9-�!!!!��l Laser Spectroscopy, Saturated Absorption
(Chairman - L. Henry)

Cl.

CH3Br Transitions Pumped by
C. Betrencourt-Stirnemann and J.C. Deroche

Assignment of

co2

Laser

35 far-infrared laser lines in CH3Br illuminated
. by co2 laser were observed by T.Y. Chang and J.D.
McGee (1). Assignments for these F.I.R. laser lines
as well as for the CH3Br transitions which are pumped
are proposed here. Moreover, it was possible to de
termine in each case the isotopic species involved.
For the y6 band, 11 coincidences were assigned
to CH381ar and 9 coincidences to CH379sr. Although
we observed only few coincidences for each isotope,
the accuracy of the measurements and the high J
and K quantum numbers values involved allowed us to
determine molecular cons tants. We obtained in par
ticular
-3
O( A • -29.54 x l0
6
B
cJ.. 6 • 1.137 x 10-J
12CH Blar
3
C(

v

• 954.804

8
3
6 • 1.135 x 10-

At; "' 1.1566
(:)( A • -29
.59

6

x 10-3

A; • 1.1561
(all v•lues in cm-1}
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The others F.I.R. laser emissiorowere found
to be due to 13cH3 Br or highly excited vibrational
states.
(1) T.Y. Chang, J.D. McGee

C2.

I.E.E.E. QE 12, 62 (1976)

Vibrational Dependence of the Hyperfine Quadrupole
Constant in NH3 Observed by Saturated Absorption
Spectroscopy
M. Ouhayoun, J. Borde and

c.

Borde

The hyperfine structure of the
asQ(8,7)
14
-1
NH3 (at 927.739 cm ) has been resolved
line of
by saturated absorption spectroscopy. The splitting
of the AF = 0 lines has been interpreted as a
clear evidence of the vibrational dependence of the
electric quadrupole interaction constant.
C3.

Transient Saturation in the
S.N. Murzin and s.o. Osipov

ND

3

Inversion Spectrum

The most interesting phenomena, whi�h have
been observed under saturation conditions in gas
microwave spectroscopy, are the line saturation (1),
the double resonance (2) and the variation of
static dielectrLC permeability (3}. The variation
of static dielectric permeability of NH3 under con
ditions of saturation of the inversion line J•3,
K=3 is observed by a modulated technique (3).
This paper reports the dependence of the static
dielectric permeability of ND3 on gas pressure and
the transient characteristics of the effect under
saturation conditions of ND3 J=3,3: J•4,4 lines by
a pulse technique (4). It is shown that the relaxa
tion time of the effect in this case is of the same
order of magnitude as the rotational relaxation time
in the gas.
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l C.H. Townes, Phys.Rev. 70, G6':, (1946)
2. tJ.G. Basov. B.D. Osipov, Optika i spectroskooLJ
..'.:.· 795 (19':,8)
3. S.N. Murzin, 8,0, Osipov, Optika i spectroskop1a
E· 430 ( 1972)
4, s. N. Mur;:in, B. o. Osipov, Sov. Phys • .JETP, 70
811 ( 19''6)
C4,

Double Resonance Study of Hyperfine Structure of the
CH3I 127 Molecule
B.D. Osipov

On the base of double resonance phenomenon in
molecular gas (l), a new high resolution method for
radiofrequency range spectroscopy is developed, Pulse
double resonance spectrometer of very high resolutior
is built. For decimetre wave range the doppler line
-width ( rv2 kc) is nearly achieved. The spectro
meter we used for study some transitions between nfs
levels of CH I 127 molecule, The I 127 quadrupole
3
coupling dependence upon rotational states is in
vestigated. A linear quadrupole effect for 0=3,
1<=2 level is observed, tfagnetic structure due proton�
is resolved. More precisely I.� - interaction con
stants (2) are determined, calculations of quaurupole
energies being made up to 3-th order (3). Magnetic
interaction of second order (Fermi type resonance for
7
F =
I 2 and 9 /2: :J=l<=3 levels), is obser·1ed and the
1
upper limit of hexadecapole interaction constant for
127 nucleus estimated.
I
1. N.G. B sov and B.D. Osipov. Opt,i Spektr. ,::., 795
(1958)
2. B. D . Osipw, Opt,
Spektr. �' 581 (1960)
:J • t i • N • G r a b a , s , 8 • D. C s 1 p o v , P r epr i nt I SAN ( 19 7 6 )
_L
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cs.

Laser-Microwave Double Resonance and Double Photon
Spectroscopy in Some Linear Molecules

H • .Jones and( ; ,· K ohler�\r,
____ _ _
From observation of Laser-microwave double
resonance and double photon transitions involving
the 9.4fe-m, R( 2 0) co 2 laser line it has been shown
that the R(2) transition of the
1 infrared band
of FCN lies 104 ! 1 5 MHz lower in frequency than
this laser line i.e. R(2) = 1 079.587 1 - 0.0005 cm •
Refined measurements using a Lamb-dip technique will
be discussed. Details of Laser-mm-wave double reso
nance experiments in D-C=C-F employing the 9.4 (\'m
R(l4) co2 laser line will be presented.

v

C6.

laser-Infrared Double Resonance Experiments in Some
Symmetric-Top Molecule

F. Kohler and H • .Jones

From the observation of double resonance effects
on the microwave spectrum two coincidences between
9.4 m co 2 laser lines and infrared transitions of
the y6----.. (y6 + y1) band of CF3 79 Br have been
determined: R{30) laser line coincident with qR2(7),
F = 17/2+17/2 transition. R( 2 8) laser line coincid�nt with all four A F=O hyperfine components of the
q
Q8(13) transition. In both cases other infrared
transitions lay within the tuning range of the laser.
The frequencies of these two laser lines allowed
calculations of the band center frequency y = 1 083.530
0
-+ 0.001 cm -1 and C( = 1 1.93 -+ 0.3 MHz, for the
A
y 6 -;.,. ( v6 + Yi) band. 0( 8 constants were determined
for the vibrational states v , (v +v ), v
1 and v3•
6
6 1
In CF I seven coincidences have been found and iden
3 Details and discussion of the assignment
tified.
will be given.
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C7.

Isotope Detection by High Resolution Laser Spectroscopy
w. Radloff

ca.

Lamb-Dip Spectroscopy with the
Me i s el

E•

C9.

Diode Laser Spectra of Matrix Isolated Molecules
M. Dubs

Afternoon Session: Submi.Il.imeter and Microwave Spectrascopy ( Chairman - K. Yamada)
Dl.

Submillimeter Microwave Spectroscopy: Theory and
Experiment
A.F. Krupnov and A.V. Burenin
A further development of the submillimeter
microwave spectroscopy with a scanning RAD spectro
meter [l,2] in NIRFI, Gorky, u.s.s.R. is described.
Digital control of the submillimeter 800 fre
quency from the frequency synthesizer with the pos
sibility of automatic scanning is carried out.
A new method proposed earlier [3] of obtciining
the subrDoppler lines in gas spectrometers with the
spectral line signal reception by a sample para
meter change under the action of radiation is consi
dered.
Feynman quantization
in a curved space
for the system with a finite number of the degrees
of freedom described by the classical Lagrangian
L "' 1/2 G .. (x) 1 j
V (x) is considered. On
l.J
this base there is developed a new and the most general method of obtaining the sum rules for coef
ficients in the rotational-vibrational Hamiltoni�n

[4]

xx -

-
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operator.
Submil limeter rotational spec trum of OCS is
investigated . Frequenc ies of some hundred s of lines,
belongign to 6 1 spec trosc opically different spec ies
of OCS are measured with an acc urac a up to 10-8•
There are investigate d the transitions of l6012c 32 5
(93 ,7%) in the states (oo0o), (Ollc , dO), (1 0°0),

(0200), (022c , d0), {Il lc, dO), (03 lc , d0), (0330),
°
(20°0), ( 12°0 ), ( 12°0), (12 2c , d0), (04 0), (042c , d0),
(0440),(oo0 1): 16o12c 34s (4, 16%) in the states
(oo0o), (Ol lc , d O), (Io0o), (0 2 °0), (022c , do),
(II lc , dO)' (03lc , do), (03 30): l6ol3c 32s (l, 0 5%)
an d 16ol2c 33s (0.75%) in the states (oo0o),

(Ol ic , dO), (IOO O), (0200), (022c , d0); l8ol2c 32s
(0. 1 92%). 1 6o13c 34s (0.047%). 17o12c 32s (0.03 5%}
16 12 36

c s

(0.013%) in the states (ooDo),
(0 1 1c , dO); 18o 12c 34 s (0 .0085%) an d 16 o1 3 c 33 s
and

o

(0.0084%) in the state (oo0o). The results of the
spec tra treatment are given.
1.

A.F. Krupnov, L.l . Gershtein, V.G. Shuetrov,
S.P. Belov, lZV VUZov, Radiofizika ]2_, 140 3, 1 970
2. A.F. Krupnov, A.V. Burenin "New methods in sub
mi llimeter mic rowave spectrosc opy", in "Molec ul ar
Spec trosc opy:Mo dern Research", vol. 2 , K.N.Rao, e d .
Aca demic Press (in preparation)
3. A.F. Krupnov, JETP, �· 1 981, 1 975
4. R.P. Feynman, Revs.Mo d.Phys. �· 327 (1 948).

1:2.

/,ccurate Moasuroment of the Formic Acid Submillimeter
Laser C� Lines
J. Ballet, o. Dangoisse, A. Deldalle and

JP Splingard

An optically pumped Formic Acid laser has been
built. The co 2 laser power is focused into the semi
-confocal Fabry Perot cavity through the concave
mirror coupling hole. The submillimeter radiation
is coupled out through the same hole and di rected
to a point contact diode. The detection of frequency
beats between the harmonics of a millimeter spurce
and the laser lines makes possible accurate measu
rements of the submillimeter frequencies. Between
400 and 1 000 GHz 9 CW lines have been observed and
measured with an uncertainty of 0.5 to 1 MHz.
03.

High Resolution Rotational Spectra of Methyl Halides
Using a Molecular Beam Spectrometer
o. Boucher, J. Burie, J. Demaison, A. Dubrulle and
G. Journal
A molecular beam - absorption spectrometer has
been developed in our laboratory. High resolution
is obtained by using a molecular beam which travels
perpendicularly to the direction of propagation of
radiation. This allows a reduction of the Doppler
broadening by a factor of about 60. The smallest
P/P � 10-5
detectable power absorption is
(P ·� 10-l W).
The hyperfine structure of the grounJ state
rotational transitions of methyl halides is investi
gated between 70 GHz and 240 GHz with this spectro
meter. Combining these measurements with the results
of conventional spectroscopy allows us to determine
with great accuracy the 8 rotational constant, the
quadratic and sextic centrifugal distortion cons
tants, the two spin - rotation constants of the

-

-,�

,:.__.
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halogens and the quadrupole c0upljng constant,
Moreover, it is found necess�ry to take into
account the interaction of centrifugal distortion
with quadrupole coupling.
04.

Microwave Studies of Rotational Isomerism in
Allylamine: The N-cis, Lone Electron Pair-Gauche
Isomer
I. Botskor and H.D. Rudolph
The fourth distinct rotational isomer of
allylamine, the N-cis Lep-gauche form, has been
identified. The isomer has two equivalent forms
which are symmetrical with respect to the heavy
atom plane. The possibility low barrier restricting
torsion around the CN axis causes tunneling between
the two minima, and the rotational spectrum is
perturbed deviating from a ARR. The preliminary
results allow the determination of the "average" a )
rotational constants of the ground state from
the measured a-type lines (which generally are
not split): A = 16 170 � 120; B = 5 796.0 and
. C = 4 459.4 (in MHz). The possibility of determi
ning the "potential surface" which restricts tor
�ion among the isomeric forms connected through
two degrees of freedom will be discussed.
a

>s.

) Though strictly, each well has a distinct set
of rotational constants.

Vibration-Rotation Interaction in the Alkali Hydroxides
E.P. Pearson and B.P. Winnewisser
Gas phase microwave and millimeter wave spectra
and matrix isolation infrared spectra of the alkali
hydroxides have now been studied with sufficient
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completeness to suggest trends and general

conclusions. Although this group of molecules
displciyS a unique pattern of vibrational satel
lites 1n the pure rotational spectrum, it is
concluded that the alkali hydroxides are reason
ably well-behaved linear molecules.
Our analysis of the rotational spectrum of
KOH and KOO yields a large. positive value of

xf..t for each species. indicating th,lt the ener-gy
of successive f sublevels of a given bending
state increase with i. . The similarity of the
alkali hydroxides suggests that this is a general
',
pattern for these molecules, Sinc,�ust the op-

posite behaviour is expected for a q�asilinear mo
lecule, this result supports the modal of a true
linear species with a single minimum in the bending
potential function for the alkali hydroxides,
We have examined the term ex 2 in the expansion
for KOH and l<OD
of the rotational constant B
following the proceJure employed by Lide and Matsumura in the analysis of CsOH and RbOH. The results
for KOH confirm the observation that the unusual
values for �
2 are related to the combined effects
of large amplitude motion ond anharmonicity.
The alkali hydroxides may be viewed through
analogy with the alkali fluorides, fhe alkali

-hydroxyl bonds are very similar to the ionic
alkali-fluorine bonds. Because the OH ion is highly
polar, bending of the hydroxides tends to weaken
the metalhydroxyl bond. The mnemonic picture ex
plaining the sign of CX� is then one of lengthening
of the M-0 bond with excitation of the bending mode.
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D6.

On the

'L -defect

L. Nemes
The inertia defect A is a very useful
measure of planarity and as such has found wide
spread application. Less exploited is the more
elusive quantity, the so-called
't -defect, de
fined, e.g., by the following formula 1 :
=

't/cccc-

2 - c't1) / (A+B)

('L

In the present paper an attempt is made to
test this planarity constraint on a number of simple
planar molecules, thoroughly analyseci in the lite
rature, to see how and to what extent can it be
utilized in planarity problems.
Some empirically obtained ideas will be pre
sented concerning the yet unexamined vibrational
sources of the 'l:-defect.
1. J.K.G. Wataon, J.Chem.Phys. �. 1935 (1967)
Thursday, September 9
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Spherical Top Molecules
(Chairman - M.R. Aliev)

Ei.

New Application of Group Theory in the Study of
Spherical Top Molecules
:J. Moret-Bailly
It will be shown that to write down the ha
miltonian of a molecule which possesses symmetries,
the introduction of group theory is needed. The com
putation are easier if all used quantities are ten
sors relative to the group because it allows an
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easy construction of operators, wave functions
and matrix elements by the use of coupling
coefficients and Wigner-Eckart theorem.
In the case of spherical top molecules, the
rotation group is, in first approximation, the
symmetry group of the molecule. A great care must
be taken to correlate the standard components of
the spherical tensors to the cubic ones (in Td or

oh).

A new classical application of this method is
the study of fundamental threefold degenerate bands
of spherical top molecules (CH4,co4.SiH4,sF6••• )
for which a precise use of group theory gives an
almost diagonal hamiltonian matrix.
For a long time, the study of other bands was
very difficult. New group techniques allow to compu
te more easily the vibration-rotation spectra of
fundamental, overtone or combination bands in which
appear twofold degenerate oscillators.
A precise group treatment of hyperfine structu
res simplifies and generalizes much the old theories.
E2.

Recent Developments in High-Resolution Spectroscopy
of Spherical-Top Molecules
K. Fox
Recent experimental measurements and theoretical
developments for tetrahedral XY4 and octahedral XY6
molecules like CH4 and SF6, respectively, will be
discussed. In particular, two general problems will
be addressed: absolute intensities and corresponding
transition moments, and isotope shifts.
The theoretical expression which relates the
total strength of a vibration-rotation band of a
tatrahedal or octahedral molecule to an individual
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line strength and to an appropriate transition
electric-dipole moment has been re-examined 1 •
Values of these transition moments have been in
ferred from experimental band and line strengths.
For the few molecules where direct comparisons can
be made, the agreement between the values of tran
sition moments obtained by the two methods is sa
tisfactory. Remarkable symstematics in the results
are found for a variety of spherical-top molecules,
which suggests that transition electric-dipole mo
aents may be transferable from molecule to molecule
for similar vibrations.
Isotope shifts for cleanly resolved absorption
lines of 12cH4 and 13cH4 in the 6000 cm-1 region
have recently been measured at high spectral reso• lution2 • Such data make it possible to specify iso
tope shifts, if not the isotope shift, definitively.
Shifts measured in this way are idependent, to an
excellent approximation, of effects of temperature
and pressure. The theory of isotope shifts, especially
their dependence on rotational J- and fine-structure
quantum numbers, will be considered for spherical-top
aolecules.
Related application such as the abundance of
CH4• GeH4, and S1H4 in the atmosphere of Jupiter
3
will be discussed briefly •
l

K. Fox and w.s. Person, J.Chem.Phys., to be published
15 June (1976}
2
K. Fox, G.w. Halsey, and D.E. Jennings, in Proceedings
of the Symposium on Molecular Structure and Spectro
scopy, Ohio State University, 14-18 June (1976),
Abstract RM9
K. Fox, in Molecular Spectroscopy:Modern Research,
ed. K.Narahari Rao and c.w. Mathews (Academic, New
York, 1972).
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E3.

Relations entre las differents schemas de couplage
rotation-vibration dans 1'etude des bandes des
molecules du type XY4
J.P. Champion

En premiere approximation, il est souvent
possible d'etudier la structure fine des sous
-niveaus vibrationels des molecules toupie-sphe
rique, dans le groupe o (3), en introduisant un
moment angulaire Jvibrationel 1 couple avec le
moment angulaire rotational J du rotateur spherique.
L'ecriture de l'hamiltonien relatif
un
sous-niveau vibrational donne, est conditionnee
par lea deux principales exigences suivantes:

a

I Construire des fonctions de base aussi proches
qua possible des fonctions propres.
II Considerer tous les operateurs correspondant
toutes lee interactions eventuelles.

a

Un schema de couplage donne, ne satisfait
qu'exceptionnellement ces deux exigences. Ainsi
l'etude d'un soue-niveau vibrational F2 avec 1=1
(ex. 2Y3 de CH4 et CD4: Fox 1962) exclut
priori
toute interaction avec d'autressous-niveaux. Inver
sement, !'etude des sous-niveaux E et F2
partir
de 1=2 peut conduire
des fonctions de base tres
eloignees des fonctions propres (ex. y2 et �4
de CH4: Berger 1975).
Dans ce travail, nous proposons un formalisms
qui realise simultanement les deux conditions pre
cadentes:
a) En considerant des valeuts de 1 pouvant depasser
deux; il est possible d'�tudier toutes les interactions
possibles entre divers sous-niveaux.

a

a

a

,·
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b) Des relations theoriquee simples entre lee
paraaetres spectraux introduits dans lea different&
schemas de couplage permettent de passer aisement
d'un couplage
un autre.
c) Entin nous donnons 1'expreseion des elements
matriciels de combinaisons d'operateur couples
suivant un schema A dans des fonctions de base
couplees suivant un autre schema B.
Les operateurs sont construits
partir du
formalisms tensoriel introduit par Berger (1975).
L'expression generale des elements matriciele fait
intervenir lea compoeantes •cubiques normales" des
tenseurs spheriques et les symboles de couplage
correspondents.

a

a

Etude des bandes harmoniques 2y3
molecules xv4 • Application a 2y
4
de SiH4

et 2Y4 des
de CH4 et 2-v3

G. Pierre

Les bandee harmoniques du type 2Y3 ou 2Y4
des molecules
symetrie tetraedrique ont eta etudieee
;par: FOX (1962): celui-ci a montre qua euivant 1 'im
portance relative des tenaes de l'hamiltonien. on
etait conduit
considerer, pour le eous-niveau
1. 2 , lee deux scheaas de couplage euivants:
l. Lee fonctions rovibrationnelles sont construites
�r couplege d'une fonction rotationnelle
et
2
4'une fonction vibrationnelle"f , cee fonctione eont
proches dee fonctione propree de la bande 2 Y4 de

a

a

'f

CH4•

a

2. L'autre schema correspond
un decouplage des
�ux soue-niveaux E et F 2 • Le soue-niveau F2 est
conetruit aur las fonc,tions de base ( l':i x ,.1 /.
Lee bandea correspondent ace type de couplage ont
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1'allure des fondamentales triplement degenerees
( 2 y3 de CH4).

Dans le present travail, nous montrons les
resultats obtenus sur les bandes 2y4 de CH4 et 2 �
l'aide du premier schema de
de SiH4 etudiees
couplage. Celui-ci permet de construire simplement
tous lea operateurs du sous-niveau
• 2 , mais dens
des fonctions de base eloignees des fonctions pro
pres, si las sous-niveaux vibrationnels E et F2
interagissent faiblement.
Ces deux bandes sont d'allure tres differentes,
en effet:
Les fonctions propres de la bande 2Y4 de CH4
sont proches des fonctions (-VJ x y,2 ) R et le ni
veau excite se decompose en cinq branches pour
chaque valeur de J.
La bande 2y3 de SiH4 presente deux niveaux E
et F2 nettement separes pour lee faiblea valeurs de
J, mais !'interaction deviant importante quand J
augments (J> 10). Cetta bande .a done ate etudiee
1'aide du meme schema de couplage.

a

L

a

E5.

Doubly Degenerate Vibrational Levels for Spherical
Tops: A General Study Using the 0(3) Tensor Formalism
F. Michelot
Althoug,the vibrational wave functions for a
doubly degenerate level of a spherical top molecule
do not form the basis for an irreducible representa
tion of the rotation group, we show that it is pos
sible to define vibration-rotation basis functions
as irreducible tensors of this group. We consider
successively the fundamental y2(E) and the eublevel
s 2
of the fir� overtone of a triply degenerate
fundamental: from this we show that the method can

1
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be easily generalized. Considering then vibration
-rotation operators of the hamiltonian we give the
method allowing the computation of their matrix
elements.
E6.

The Microwave Distortion Moment Spectra of a Series
of Tetrahedral Molecules
M.C.L. Gerry, I. Ozier, R.H. Kagann and R.M. Lees
A review will be presented of our recent results
in the distortion moment spectroscopy of tetrahedral
•olecules in their ground vibronic states. The spectra
have been obtained using a 1 kHz Stark modulated
spectrometer modified to have a sensitivity of
"'lxlo-11cm-1• Our early studies of 12cH4" have now
been extended to 13CH4 and 28 SiH4• For 13CH4 we
have measured seven Q-branch transitions, from which
we have derived values for the six distortion con
stants which characterize the tensor part of the ro
tational Hamiltonian up to the eighth degree in the
angular momentum. The values are compared with their
·
counterparts for 12 CH4, and the differences are dis�uesed in relation to theoretical predictions. For
28 SiH we have measured twelve transitions and have
4
derived values for the same tensor distortion
constants. In addition, using the Stark •ffect, we
have measured the distortion dipole moment of silane.
Comparison will be made of our values with infrared
and microwave-infrared double resonance measurements.
Tne implications for future studies, including high
resolution infrared. will be discussed.

" c.w.
E·

Holt, M.C.L. Gerry and I. Ozier, Can.J.Phye.
1191 c191s).
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Mornin9_Parallel_Session: Fourier Transform Spectroscopy
(Chairman - A. Mantz)
EEl. High Resolution Fourier Spectra of Five Isotopic
Species of N 2 o. Potential Energy Function

c.

Amiot

The spectra of the following isotopic species
of the nitrous oxide molecule: 14 N2 160, 14N 15 N160,
15 N 16 0, 15N14N160, 14N 180 have been systemati2
2
cally recorded with the third generation Fourier
Transform Interferometer. The width of the unapo
dised apparatus function is equal to 2.5 10-3 cm 1
and it is possible to record more than 10 spectral
elements in 10 hours. The spectral range 3000 cm-1
-6500 cm-1 was first studied; an automatic line
assignment computer program was written (1). With
the new instrumental improvements (2) the InSb
spectral region from 1750 cm
to 3000 cm
was
recorded. All our results permit us to assign 350
vibration-rotation bands composed of 35000 lines
(1) (2) (3) (4).

We have calculate a set of coefficients for
the development of the potential energy function to
the fourth order of approximation (5)(6). The
spectral positions of the vibrational levels below
6500 cm-l have been obtained for the twelve stable
isotopic species of the molecule. 50% of the levels
positions are reproduced with an accuracy better than
20· 10 -3 cm-1 : t he maximum deviation is equal to 0.3 cm -1 •

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)

c.
c.
c.
c.
c.

Amiot, G. Guelachvili, J.Mol. Spec. 51, 474 (1974)
Amiot, G. Guelachvili, J.Mol.Spec. 59, 171 (1976)
Amiot, J.Mol. Spec. 59, 191 (1976)
Amiot, :J.Mol.Spec. 59, 380 (1976)
Amiot, Ph.D. Thesis C.N.R.s. No.12433 Paris 1976
A. Chedin, c. Amiot, z. Cihla, J. Mol. Spec. (to appear
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Fourier-transform Spectrometer for 0.6-100
with Resolution O.Ol-0.005 cm-!
A.A. Ba lashov, V.S. Bukreev, V.A. Vagin, N.A.
Kultepin, J,N. Nesteruk, G.N. Zhizhin
The device intends for IR absorption and
radiation viration-rotation band fine structure
studies of gases and for absorption and luminis
cence band fine structure studies of crystals at
cryogenic temperatu-e. The vacume optical-mecha
nical arangement is realized to work in spectral
region of strong atmospheric absorption. Wave
length range is 0.6-lOOf , resolving power better
th an 0,01 cm -1 being reached all over the diapason.
The principal optical system of the device is the
Michelson interferometer. The mirrors of the inter
ferometer are the cat's-eye retroreflectors. The
digital device of the interferogram is made on the
bas�s of the frequency stabilized He-Ne laser. For
accurate determining of the movable mirror position
the laser beam passes the same optical way as the
infrared radiation. The movable mirror passes an
advance choosed step the digital device put into
operation the measuring part of the interferometer.
The value of the signal is measured at a settled
point and is converted in a digital form to obtain
a paper tape output. The tape may be used to put
the digital values of the interferogram into a
digital computer. At the present time the device is
supplied with quartz
,,. beamsplitter and operates in
interval 0.6-3.5 • The beamsplitter maximum efficiency is at 1.7 • The detector is a cryogenic PbS
photoresistor. To measure the apparatus function
of the device the He-Ne laser radiation was recor
ded. The absorption spectra of methane in 1.7
spectral region were also obtained.
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2+
Infr�rod Luminiscencc Studies of Dy -doped CaF2
at Helium Tcmpbr�ture on High Resolution Fourier
Spectrometer

A.A. Balashov, v.s. Bukreev, V.A. Vagin, E.B. Per
minov, G.N. Zhizhin
2+

The spectrum of luminiscence of Dy - doped Ca:
f
crystal has an anomalous narrow band ( V= 4239, 7 cm )
for solids. There are an approximate data for its
width only, but no reliable ones are present on the
sharp or d,e band. Vie have measured the luminiscence
spectrum of the crystal at 77° K and 4.2° K utilizing
fourier-transform spectrometer UFTS-01. The excitation
of the luminiscence have been realized with iodine
cycle heating lamp (100 wt). Longwave range of the
lamp wan cut with cold mirror to reduce the scatte
red light. Data obtained gave possibility to measure with high reliability contour and bandwidth at
o
-1
77 I< (..o.v 112 = 0.2 cm ; apparatus function width
,
:.. 0,07 cm ). �,e could also estimate the width of
-1 at
the band in question was less than 0.04 cm
4.2 0 K. It 1 be possible to narrow the apparatus
function after output data volume will be expanded.
It 1 come true, when up-dating of output system will
be done.
EE4. Scanning Fabry-Perot Interferometers SI-1 and SKI-1
for the 5 - 30# m Region
V.A. Agcikin, v.G. koloshnikov

The characteristics of the Fabry-Perot inter
ferometer SI-1 and the compound Fabry-Perot inter
ferometer SKI-1 are examined. The interferometers
are operating in the 5 - 30t4m region. Mechanical
scanning systems with directional friction driving
are used in both interferometers. The instruments
are equiped also �ith piezoscanning sys�em. The

tempcr::iture dependence of the dist. nc:� between
mirrors is compen!>ated. Combined mcch:,nic:rl "nd
piezo-electric�l 1dJusting systems are uuod. The
diilmeters of mirrors are �bout GO mrn. The inter
ferometer SI-1 makes it possible to achieve ;)
sharpness coefficient in the 10-20 r.,nge ,,n.:i tho
compound interferometer SKI-1 in the l� - 100 ran
ge. Resolution of both interferometers v;.rics in
the S - :'.10-J cm-I range becaur,c of the di,:iL,r.c�
variation between mirrors. It is shown th�t both
interferometers can be used in the IR os well as
in the visible region of the spectrum.
EE5. Rotational Analysis of the 5Jj0 R Band of Iodine
by Means of Fourier Transform Spectroscopy
S, Gerstenkorn and P. Luc

�e have recorded the 5350 R (0.10) b�nd of
iodine spectrum with high resolution by means of
Fourier transform spectroscopy. The rotational
lines in the P and R branches were measured to
about J=l60, with reference to uronium standards
emitted by a hollow-cathode. The difference between
two sets of measurements were less than 0.001 cm ,
and the standard deviation between the observed
frequencies and those calculated with the spectro
scopic constants B . D and, H
is 0.0007 cm-1•
v
v
v
The precision reached is an order of magnitude
greater than in previously published data, and the
constants H
of the iodine absorption spectrum
have been determined for the first time. This work
shows that the use of Fourier transform spectro
scopy is particularly advisable for molecular ab
sorption studies in the visible region, where,
although the multiplex gain ie lost, the throughput gain remains and this e��bles the performoncP
to approach that achieved in the infrored.

.t(,

-

EE6. Generalizing of instrument Profile in Fourier
:_:pectroscopy ond Appl1cnt1.on on High F'.:o:.olu,ion
G.

Fenske

A well interpretable form of a generalized

instrument profile has been fougd. Ir �ay be oppliod
on some oroblems 1n Fourier spectroscopy. The most
important appl�cntion seems to be in h!gh resolution
spectroscopy, particularly for vibration-rotation

structure of bands in the mid-IR, rotation spectra
and profiles of lines, too. The cxpcriment�l ex
pense and data files will be reduced considerably

in these cases.
Indeed, an �dditional software package will
be need for deconvolution of the more complicated

instrument profile. Two consequences of the now

method are a filter effect in r2solution region and
an improvament in signal to noise relation for

high resolution.

Afternoon_Session: Theory and Analysis of the High
Resolution Infrared Spectra (Chairman - J. Borde)
Fl.

Six Years to l<now Something About :.,ix Atoms fiolecules.
Study of Six Isotopic Species of Ethylene
D. Van Lerberghe

F2.

Forbidden Rotational �,oectra of NonooL,r flolccules

in Degenerate Electronic �tates
r,:. R. /-\liev

The possibility of �lcctric dipole moments in
orbit�lly degener�te E states of DJh molecules in
weak Jahn-Teller 1JT) limit �as first considered by
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Cf)ild and l..t>nguet- Higgins, Cl}. Rec,,n,tl;_x, l,PTA':':k.�r
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entre 15 et 80 GHz.
Les donnees ont ete traitees
l'aide d'un
Hamiltonian de type Watson. Les deux niveaux
v1 et VJ• 1 Ont eta calcul&S Simultane•ent en
faisant intervenir des ter•es de couplage tenant
compte de la resonance de Coriolis. Les reeultats
ont permis d'interpreter toutes les transitions
microondes observees correapondant
J�
....... 30 et
K_l � 5 et en infrarouge
J '55, K_l ( 18.
Nous donnons sous forme de tableaux lea inter
pretations, les freguences observeea avec une
precision de 10 -3 ca-1 et lee frequences et intensites calculees avec les coefficients de •ixage
mettant en evidence plusieure resinances localiseee.

a

a

F4.

'

a

Accidental and Essential Resonances in the Spectrum
of CH3F Near 2500 cm-I
M. Betrencourt and M. Morillon-Chapey

The analysis of Fourier Transform spectrum
(limit of resolution 0.007 cm ) of combination
bands Y 2 + y3 (A1 species) and Y 3 + Y 5
(E species) has allowed the study of X-Y Coriolis
resonance between the states v 2 • 1 and v5 • 1.
The vibrational levels v2 • v3 = 1
and v3 = v5 •
l
apart and the interaction is ve
= 1
are 15 cmry strong. The combination of the Coriolis reso
nance and the essential interaction of 1 - type
(2,2) in v3 + y5 gives rise to a Ngiant• 1-type
doubling: for J = 25 the shift between the levels
is about 17 cm-1•
A second essential interaction exists in the
perpendicular band: the rotational 1-type (2,-1)
resonance, the effect of which is small, but the
addition of this interaction and the Coriolis one
causes chain of resonances between rovibrational
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levels and gives rise to a doubling of PP3(J)
transition in the perpendicular band.
Molecular parameters and coupling constants
have been derived:
\)2+ \)3
v3+ v
5
2499.791

aB

- 0.0136

0.01496
x

all values in cm -1

f5.

2513.798
0.0551

0.0091 O
- 1.2550

f2B r,; 5 .. 0.5010
2,

Centrifugal Distortion Coefficients of Ozone 16o3
M.Y. Chan and M. Parker
Theoretical expressions for the eextic centri
:fugal distortion constants of non-linear triatomic
molecules, as given by Sumberg and Parker 1 • have
been evaluated for the ozone molecule. For our cal
culation we used the harmonic frequencies and cubic
enharmonic potential constants as determined by
2
9arbe, Secroun and Jouve • The calculated distortion
'Constants were compared to a complete set of measu. .
red distortion constants recently determined by Maki 3
from high-resolution spectra obtained at the National
Bureau of Standards (USA). Our comparison takes into
account the procedure of reducing the general tri
atomic vibration-rotation Hamiltonian to the parti
cular Watson-type Hamiltonian 4 used by Maki. Even
though the measured constants range over four orders
of •agnitude, we find that the theory reproduces the
relative magnitudes and the algebraic signs of the
constants quite well. Absolute quantitative agree-
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ment is better than order-of-magnituct.-, wi.t,h a
consistent tendency for the calculat&d �alu•a
to run larger than the measured value�.

-

l. D .. A. Sumberg and P.M. Parker, :J. Mol.S,,.ctr.. 48
459 (1973)

2. A. Barbe, c. Secroun and P. :Jouve, J.Mol�Spectr.
�. 171 (1974).
3. A.G. Maki, :J.Mol.Spectrosc. 2.Z,, 416 (1975)
4. :J.K.G. Watson, J .. Chem.Phys. �. 1935 (1967):

-

48, 4517 (1968) ..

F6.

A Model for the Interpretation of UV, IR and
Microwave Spectra of the OH Radical
J.L .. Oeetombes, f-be c .. Marliere and G. Jourrtel
fitting procedure was carried out to give
a theoretical interpretation of the whole observed
spectrum (MW, IR, and UV). As in the firs_t appr.oxi
mation (i.e. "unique perturber approximation•)
only
.
2
2 +
state
interacts
with
the
X
lf
state,
the Al!
the calculated transition frequencies are obtained
by direct diagonalization of the molecular hamiltonian in the A2Z: + , X 2 TT subspace. The effects of
the all other excited 2� states and vibrational
states can be taken into account by means of per
turbation theory with third order perturbation terms.
In the present investigation the following
experimental data have been used:
o.O band of the A2 I; + -.. x 2 rr transition
( 190 lines Ji( 51/2)
Rotational spectrum of the x 2
v = o state
(48 lines 3�51/2)
Hyperfine structure of the A doubling spectrum
in 2n3/2 and 2 TI 1/2, v = o states
(52 lines
J � 15/2)
A

rr ,

It is then possible to fit the expcriment0l
spectra with RMS errors of 16 kHz for !·1·;;, U.0.1G crn
for IR and 0.026 cm-l

L�A ��.J2-,o

Friday. September 10
Mornin9_Session: Molecules
{Chairman - G. Strey}
Gl.

The Vibration-Rotation Interactions Among the
Three Bending tlodas of HNCO and HNCS Studied
by Microwave and Millimeterwave Spectra
K. Yamada. M.

M.C.L. Gerry

V.'innewisser, L.B. Szalanski and

The isocyanic acid HNCO and isothiocyanic
ilCid HNCS are known to be quasilinear molecules
which exhibit anomalous rotational and vibrational
spectra. The quasilinearity of these molecules is
believed to originate from the large amplitude HNC
bending motion. Therefore precise information about
the vibrational excited states of this bending mo
de is necessary in order to enhance the understan
ding of the dynamics of these molecules.
In the present study, the microwave and mil
limeter wave spectra of NHCO and HNCS have been
m�asured in their three bending excited states:
Ya . Vt,. and v c• where V a ,
Yb• ancl V c
indicate the lowest, medium and highest bending
mode, respectively.
For HNCO, a number of a-type rotational
transitions, A I<a = 0, were assigned, up to
J = 10....,.9 (220 GHz), to the Ka = 0,1,2, and 3
branches of these three vibrational states, except
which have not yet
the Ka = 1 lines for Y
e
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been identified. The spectrum indicates the
presence of a large a-type Coriolis resonance
and many local nccidental resonances. Some of
these resonances yield some information for
assigning the out-of-plane bending mode by using
the selection rules of the rovibrational inter
actions.
For HNCS, in addition to the a-type K8 =0
and 1 transitions from excited vibrational states,
Ya' �· and Ye' we have assigned the b-type
transitions, Ka = 0...-1 arising from theyn vibra
tional state.
Examples of the vibrational assignment dedu
ced from the results of the rovibrational analysis
of the studied interactions will be presented.
G2.

Millimeter Wave Spectrum of Hydrogen Isocyanide,
HNC 1 and its Astrophysical Implications
r�.A. Creswell, E.F. Pearson, M. Winnewis....ser and
G. ':iinnewisser

Many compounds of general formula R-N-C have
been well characterized and studied spectroscopi
cnlly. However, the parent molecule HNC has·pro
ved to be somewhat eluaive. Evidence for its
existence wos obtained in 1963 by Milligan and Ja
cox from motrix isolation infrared absorption
studies. Recently Arrington und Ogryzlo observed
a resolvable I.R. emission feature at 2,74 microns
in reactions of active nitrogen with HCN, c2H2
which theyassigned to HNC. An unidentified inter
stellar emission line ot 90.7 GHz reported by
3nyder and Buhl in 1971 was postulated to be due
to the J = 1 - O tran�ition of HNC. Our laboratory
measurements on HNC unequivocally confirm this
assieJnment.
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De have employed a harmonic generator mil
limeter wave spectrometer with a dedicated com
puter signal processing system to observe this
new molecular species. The absorption cell �as
2.5 m long, 10 cm diameter glass pipe attached
to a fast pumping system. Production of HNC was
obtained by mixing discharged nitrogen with CH3I
at the inlet port to the cell.
We have studied several isotopic species of
HNC from which we derive the following structure:
r(H-N} = 0.987(3} R and r(N-C) = 1.171(4) R.
The interstellar emission features of the iso
electronic molecules HNC, HCN and HCO + as observed
in the various molecular clouda will be discus�cd.
G3.

•inverse" Eigenvalue Problem for th� One-Dimensional
Schr�dinger Equation �ith a Singularity, Application
to Quasilinear Molecules HCNO and DCNO
I. Bohacek,

v.

Danielis,

o.

Papousek and

v.

Spirko

Numerical methods of the integration of
the one-dimensional Schr�dinger equation with a
singularity in the potential cn2rgy term
are discussed. Results are used in a

least squares determination of the potential
function parameters fro� the experimental bending
-rotation spectra of the quasilir.ear molecules
HCNO and DCNO.

G4.

The Pure Rotational Spectrum of
in the Far Infrared
F. Winther

Between 530 and 50 cm-1, 125 rotational lines
of H 218o and �O lines of H 1 27o have been detected in
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the spectrum of natural water. Several spectra
at different pressures up to 18 Torr were run
with a 3 m cell at room temperature. The instrument
used was a Beckman/RIIC FS-720 interferom6tor with
a maxi11um resoluti.�n of o.os cm- 1 over the whole
range.
To obtain a set of energy levels for the
ground state of � 80, calculated values of the
101, 110, 220• and 313 states plus the combination
differences 143 -s 41 and 10110-010 (from 1)) ware
used. For the H217 0 ground state, several combination
differences from 1). 2), and 3) had to be used
because of the lower number of lines observed.
The results are in good agreaaent with the
levels of Toth and Margolis 4) (H�8o) and De Lucia
17
et al. 5) (H
2 0) but extend to higher energies.
Some observed lines are given below:

-

Hl8o

J·

6

Ka Kc

3

4
4
5

4

3

3

4
1
0
2

7

3

I

J

5

Ka

K

c

2
obs. ,cm 1

H17o
2
-1

obs .• cm

3

200.210

201 .276

0

200.337

201.443

1

200.578

201 . 683

4

2
3
3
2

3

207 . 113

207.743

5

6

2

4

2 11.51 9

11

0 11

10

1

10

211.668

10

1

9

9

2

8

211.813

4

3

212.108

1) c. Camy-Peyret et al. , Mol. Phys. �. 825 ( 1973).

Williamson et al., J.Mol.Spectrosc. �. 372 (1971).
3) P.E. Fraley et al., J.Mol.Spectrosc. �· 312 (1969).
4) R.A. Toth and J.S. Margolis, J.Mol.Spectrosc. £,
2) .J.G.

236 (1975).

5) F.C. De Lucia and P. Helminger, J.Mol.Spectrosc.
22· 138 (1975).

G ,.

l,n,ilysis of i.hc .. l'.-structurp" of t:,c Torsion.,l
Fund,1raent.,l of /.cot il,.ichyde
H. Hollenstein :--nu F.

/inther

The Lirinfr,,red spectrum of acet,1lcJ2hpJe,
measured with a :-:; e c k m :-, n R I I C F ::; 7 2 G i n t 8 r f <cJ r o metGr

;resolution

doublet ncnr 1/\'

-1

) shows a prominent
0.3 cm
-1
uCCOmpanio,1 by extenc;
cm

subb,,n(i structures on both high ;:.nd 10,1 fruquency
sides. The present investig0tion is concerned
with the ;,nJlysic. of thes·� subbond p�,tterns. A
model based n,Jinl1 on the convention�l semi
-rigid nrproach v-12s developped, which allowed
a unique identific�tion of ,JpproximDtely 30
subb;1 nds ,·1ith diGtinct c,-subbr;inches.

Four mole

cular p0r�meters �ere :-dJusted by a least squares
fit.

The frequencies of the pure torsional tran

sitions 0,.,\)- lJ,) ,_nd C,i:)--1,C:) were found to
1
be 143.8� and l�l.G4 cm- , respectively. The re
sults 1"1ill be cor,1r:ir,;d ,·;ith parameter·,; from micro�ave spectroscory.
GC,.

FoL'1ion,}l ,\nnlysis of t:1,.: r:,;r-Infr,ired Spectre ,
of c1s-flNSG

For-1.nfr. red spcctr,_, of cis-HNSC; hos been
r· � -l
,
!
f
r�cor d a1i 1n
tie
r,ng� 1 �-oL cm
using n B ec�m�n
·
F5-Y2G intcrf0rometcr. A doublc-pnth �bsorpti0r
cell ;1 ·s b..:en Jdo;-He.l to thr: interferometer ope
,,:,ting

·t

:: -, t i 1 1 e n g t f--' C: • 0 m • The resolution
-1
r,chieved ·,ms ,.:ibout G., cm
1
Ur,ing :<j,-chhoff,:,
r:;icrm•1ov_; dota ;wd the
centrifugrl rlistortion cooffic1ants of 50 0

�

the

structure of the f,r-infr·;.;teci spcctrur.i ,·,us predictsd. On this b2s1�

rhe rotation 1 3ssignn2nt �as

- so performed and a bootstrap procedure waG applied
to reduce rotational data to moleculnr constants�
Johns and Olson'� least-square procedure3
was used in these calculations.
l. ·:1.H. Kirchhoff, J.Amcr.Chom.Soc. 2!,, (1969) 24 37
2. W.H. Kirchhoff, J.Mol.Spectry, 41, (1972) 33 3
3. J.w.H. Johns, ll.B. Olson, J.Mol.Spectry, 39, (1971)

-
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G7.

-

Rotational-Vibrational Infrared and Raman Spectra
of Dimethylmercury
J. Mink, G. Kem,ny and R. Krem�

The infrared vapour phase spectrum of (CH3)2Hg
and (CD3}2Hg was recorded with medium resolution.
the rotational structure of y 7 and v 9 was ob
tained using a DIGILAB FTS-14 spectrometer.
Using Rao, Stoicheff and Turner , s l rotational
constants obtained from the pure rotational Raman
spectra of these samples a rotational a�alysis was
performed for v7 and v9 bands and the Coriolis
� 9) ware obtained. The force
constants ( t: 7 �nd
field calculation� was revised on tho basis of
infrared and Ra�8n vapour phase vibrational, fre
quencies.
1. K.S. Rao, B.P. Stoicheff and R. Turner, Can.J.

Phys., � (1960} lSlG
2. J. 11ink and B. Gellai, J. Organometal. Chem. §§_
(1974)

1
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�!!!���2�-�!!!!2�l Potential runctions of Polyatomic
Molecules, Miscellaneous (Ch:1irm,,n - J. t;or�t-Oailly)
Hl.

Critical Analysis of Gerico Expansions of tho
Potential Energy Functions of co2• Potential
Energy Contour Maps
N. Husson and I. JobDrd
By drawing consta
energy contours di�gr�ms
we examine the behaviour of the force field of
the carbon dioxide molecule recently determined
by A. Chedin and z. Cihla using the available
vibrorotational data. Contour mapo are also drawn
for a potential energy function of co2 iterated
with pure vibrational data. Several nories expan
sions of the potential energy function of co 2
have been determined up to different orders of
approximation. Comparisons are made and the im
provement brought by the introduction of rotatio
nal data is shown. In each case, the r-r
potential
expansion is considered in terms of r e
or
,..,
r-r

--...! •
H2.

A Few Remarks Concerning the Application of the
Polynomial Expansion Technique in the Theory of
Vibration-Rotation Spectra

v.

�pirko

The inaccuracy of the standard polynomial
approximation of the potential energy function,
y, and of the elements of the inverse moment of
inertia tensor, C"�B, is discus0ed. An algorithm
allowing the "exact" determination of rotntionol
energy levels of any molecule is proposed, and
its applicability is demonstrated by numericnl
calculations.

- S2 H3.

Calculation of Rotationol FrequencieJ� .. o.L.S.nall
Linear, Radicala.Fro!ll Ab Initio CI-dat�u,efJCtf
{ for comparison}; HCN. HCO + , HOC + I H� +
P. Henning, w.P. Kraemer, G.H. Diercksen
Within the last years more than 40 different
Molecules in interstellar gas clouds have been
identified from their radiofrequency spectra. So
me further lines were tentatively assigi'led to ro
tational transitions of radicals which, under la
boratory conditions, are too unstable to be mea
sured at that time. The present work allov:s a
positive identification of some astronomically
observed lines an� predicts other lines for the
different isotopic species of the molecules above,
which makes possible an economic seJrch for thoso
lines both in radioastronomy and laboratory. Ex
tensive !la initio SCF- and CI-calculations using
an "improved double-zeta plus polarisation• basis
set - (lls7pld/5s4pld) on C,N,O and (6slp/3slp)
on H - have been carried out to determine the po
tential energy for 28 nuclear configurations of
each molecule. From those points on the potential
hypersurface the equilibrium structuro and the for
ce constants up to fourth order have been computed
iteratively in a combined Newton-Raphson scheme
together with a linear least squares fit.
From the r 8 values one gets immediately B e
values for all isotopic species of the molecule.
Using usual formula obtained by a conventional
perturbation calculation up to second order one
find spectroscopic constants <...; 1, xi , 0( i de
j
pending on the force constants.
Comparison with experimental data for HCN
shows that the lower rotationol frequencies are
exact within about 0.2 ',�, while the vibrc:itionc1l

-

,J -

frequencies have o oystematio deviation of
about 10%.
Several of the predicted rotational lines
for different isotopic sp ecies of t+.e above
moleeules have been found nteently in inter
stellar 5pace anct in laboratory vd.thin the error
limit� of our QalculJttiona.
H4.

The Many-Body DintfflbU.o Pe.rcturi:tation Theory of
Rotation-VibratJ,.'Ot'),� seac.tr,a
j

v. l<vasnicka

A •any-body di.�r.eamati.c perturbation theory
of rotation-vibration apeetra (l.2) is presented.
Thie ap.proch iv based on the following two techni
q.c..teei
The second-q1.tantization forfflalism, where a
(i)
rotating-vibrating molecule can be formally
treated as a system of interacting .. particles"
called vibrons (an analogy of phonone in
6olid-state physic}. obeying the 6o$&•Einstein statistics.
(ii) The many-body diagrammatic theory of model
hamiltonians (3,4).
Th.e rotation-vibration excitation energies are
then determined as the eigenvalues of so•• finite
-dimensional model eigenp roblem. An illustrative
I
examplo of a diatomic •olecule is presented.

1. v. Kvasnifka, Mel.Phys •• sent for publication,
Apr�l 1976
2. v. Kvasnicka, in Adven�ee of Chemical Physics,
invited review erticle, March 1976
3. B.H. Brandow. Rev.Mod.Phye. 39, 771 (1967)
4. H.. Johnson and M. Beranger, Ann.Phys. (N .. Y.) 62,
172 (1971)

-

-
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H5.

Broeden1n9 of Vibrational Lines in Liquide
caused by Short Range Interactions
K. Sarka ands.A. Kirillov
Contribution of short range repulsion inter
actions to broadening of vibrational lines of
tetrahedral molecules in liquids is studied. The
short range intermolecular energy is described
as sum of pairwise interatomic energies of Born
r,1ayer type: E(r) = Vexp( "'.'CC.r}. where r is
distance between interacting atoms. The part of
intermolecular energy which depends on normal
coordinate of studied molecule Qj is separa
ted and matrix element of transition. vj---vj - 1
is calculated. The probability of transition
vj-...vj - 1 per unit time is calculated using
the perturbation formula. Results are applied
to A1 and E vibrations of XY4 tetrahedral mo
lecule and very simple expressions for contri
bution of short-range forces to line-br(!.adening
of these vibrations are obtained, e.g. for E
vibration this contributionJ� can be calculated
from the following expression:

cfw

==

const.

f (W)

f

exp(-2 c( r }{ « + 1/r) 2� ( r)dr-

where p ((;J) is normalized spectral density. which
is also discussed and j (r) is molecular radial
distribution function. Calculated results are com
pared with experimental data on CC14 vibrations.
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Last iiinuto Papers
Hi gher-Order Vibrationul-Rotational Perturbation Theory
J.K.G. ·::atson
Investigation of Isoto pic Dep endence of Parameters
in Polyatomic Molecules

A.O. Bykov, Yu.s. Makushkin and O.N. Ulenikov

A method is developed allowing to make simulta
neous transformations of the quantum-chemical Hamilto
nians of various isotopic modifications of polyatomic
molecule into internal coordinates.
The obtained Hamiltoni0ns are used to determine
the relations among different molecular and spectro
scopic constants of isotopic modifications. Equations
for calculating harmonic frequencies, force constants,
Coriolis constants, matrix elements of the inverse
moments of inertia etc. for arbitraty isotopic sub
stitutions in polyatomic molecules are obtained. Appli
cation of the obt�ined results to determine the rela
tions among spectroscopic enharmonic, vibration-rota
tion constrints, � - and other constants is shown on
the basis of symmetric isotopic substitutions in x2Y
molecules (both linear and nonlinear).
Effective Hamiltonians Having Applications in the
Theory of Vibrational-Rotational Spectra
Yu.s. Makushkin and Vl.G. Tyuterev

A common practice in the molecular spectroscopy
is to introduce effective Hamiltonians J.l eff (instead
of the full electronic-nuclear energy operator) which
describe a part of the spectrum we are interested in
LV)
, ••• ). Various
( for instnnce
rot.
vi b .-ro t • •

H .

H

- }6 -

methods exist for deriving H eff using different
mathematical technique. Various formulations lead
in general to different H off and provs to be convenient for solving different problems.
The formulation of Generalized Contact Trans
formations will be presented froa which a number
of other methods mentioned above may be obtained as
partial cases (1). The method to be reported has
been applied for derivation of centrifugal distott:1.onal
Hamiltonian bQth for degenerate and nondegenerate
vibrational states. The d•rivati� of
rot. is
shown to be equivalent to the transformation to new
variables in f.f vib.-ro
GO that J-4 v
ib.-rot. takos
t.
the form of\...\ rot . The probla� of ambiguity of
constants will be discussed. A special attention has
been paid to accidental reson.an.ce for tho treatment
of which the Fock representation proves to have some
advantages (2).
Application also has been made for derivation
for
of effective inversionol Hamiltonian Ht�� k
.

H.

NH •
3

In turn method may be employed for partial or
n eff • Tho treatment of
full diagonalization of 11
centrifugal distortional effects for trigonally and
tetragonally symmetric molecules \diagonalization of
\-\ ro.
t ) and automatic analytical calculations of vib.
rot. energies for diatomics (diagonalization of
I l ib _
n v • rot • ) will be presented.
1. Vl.G. Tyuterev, Effective Hamiltonians, in the
book "Intramolecular interactions and infrared
spectra of atmospheric gdses", Tomsk, 1975,
p. 3-46

2. Yu.S. Makushkin, Vl.G. Tyuterev, Vibration-Ro
tation Interactions in the ��lecules of Asymmetric
Type Rotor, in the book "High-resolution t:olecu
lar Spectroscopy", Novosibirsk, "Nauka", l97G,
pp. 66-11::i
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Jtark Spectroscopy of the :V4 Vibration-Rotation
Band of Methyl Isocyanide Using co2 and N 2.Q
Lasers
cJ_�f(.,, I-��
j/L,?r&,-,

M. Romho ld

,e/-

The fundamenta l y4 vibration-rotation band
of methy l isocyanide has been studied by using
co2 and N2 0 lasers and e lectric field tuning of
mo lecu lar absorption lines. Many resonance&
corresponding to P,Q or R transitions with low
J and K values have been observed. Accurate va
l ues of rotational constants and dipole moments
of upper and lower state are obtained.
Absorption Spectra and Energy Level Scheme of
Uranium (+ 3 )
J. Drozdrzynski
Rovibrationa l Analysis of the Principa l Isotopic
Species of Carbony l Su l phide
A. Fayt and R. Vandenhaute
The previous rovibrationa l analysis of OCS
were based on ly on the vibrationa l energies and the
rotational constants. We propose a least-squares
ana lysis on� the microwave and infrared measu
rements: we se lect experimenta l frequencies for a
few J values and we use them direct ly as experimen
tal data.This analysis has been applied to the
principal isotopic species of Carbonyl Sulphide
2 32
(16a l2 c 32 s, l8a l c s and 16a l3c32 s}, and yie lds
more precise parameters than previous ly. Final ly
we propose a molecular geometry for OCS.
Frequency Measurements of Hyper-fine Structure Lines
for Inversion Transition of the Ammonia Mo lecu l e for
the States J=K=2-8
J, Galica, S. Gierszal, E,Mii-Ku�minska, W, Prussak

